
Finish Thompson Pumps  
Deliver Reliable Solution for  
Global Fume Scrubber Manufacturer 

“We design and build wet scrubber systems for a broad 
range of applications and industries,” explains Asa  
Halliday, Sales Manager at Tri-Mer Corporation. “We need 
pumps that can handle a variety of chemical compatibilities, 
and a supplier that supports and stands behind their  
products. Finish Thompson fits the bill perfectly.”

As a global leader in air pollution control systems, Tri-Mer  
Corporation’s offerings include several wet scrubber 
product lines, including venturi, packed bed towers, and 
multi-stage systems. These products are designed with 
one or more centrifugal pumps as key components.

Finish Thompson’s DB and UC Series pumps are ideal for 
these applications, with their sealless, leak-free magnetic 
drives and durable performance. They provide the reliable, 
proven performance Tri-Mer depends on for customer 
satisfaction.

“The quality is excellent, and the support is excellent,” notes 
Halliday. “Finish Thompson makes an extremely reliable 
pump. We don’t have issues with them. And the staff goes 
‘above and beyond’ to provide everything we need.”

“For us, this service is a critical component,” he continues. 
“If a company isn’t able to stand behind their product and 
service it anywhere in the world, we can’t take the risk to 
work with them. With Finish Thompson, we’re confident in 
both their products and their service that backs them.”

When you’re shipping products around the world, there’s no room for failure.  
That’s why Tri-Mer Corporation has chosen Finish Thompson pumps as their go-to  
standard for their wet scrubber designs.  

continued on next page

DB Series Sealless  
Mag-Drive Pumps 
The best efficiency of any  
pump in its class
• No seals = no leaks
• Rugged construction for long-term reliability
• Strongest neodymium magnets
• Hours of run-dry capability

https://tri-mer.com/
https://www.finishthompson.com/pumps/sealless-pumps/db-series-plastic-mag-drive-pumps/
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A Pump for Every Application

“We deal with a lot of different chemistries,” notes  
Halliday, “and Finish Thompson has a variety of thermo-
plastic and alloy materials available. They have the whole 
gamut covered for us. And if we have a challenge with a 
unique application, they can help with that too.”

The Finish Thompson DB and UC pump series include 
more than 30 pump designs – and that’s just two of Finish 
Thompson’s product lines. “We’re dedicated to finding gaps 
in the market and then filling them,” notes Joel Klippel, 
Vice President of U.S. Sales for Finish Thompson. “We offer 
a complete line of pumps, so we can deliver the unique 
solutions our customers need.”

Finish Thompson Inc. designs and manufactures pumps for the safe 
transfer of a wide variety of corrosive liquids. Products include 
centrifugal sealless magnetic drive pumps with run-dry capability,  
mechanically sealed pumps, drum and barrel pumps, vertical 
mag-drive pumps, multi-stage pumps, and the FTI Air line of air 
operated double diaphragm (AODD) pumps. For durable solutions 
for your applications, contact Finish Thompson Inc.

Finish Thompson Inc.
921 Greengarden Road
Erie, PA 16501 USA
Tel: (800) 934-9384
Fax: (814) 459-3460
FINISHTHOMPSON.COM

UC Series ANSI  
Dimensional Pumps 
Engineered for reliability in  
the most extreme chemical handling applications
• ETFE lined housing and wetted components  
• Leak-free operation
•  Powerful neodymium magnets for mag  

drive technology

https://www.finishthompson.com/contact-us/
https://www.finishthompson.com/
https://www.finishthompson.com/pumps/sealless-pumps/uc-series-heavy-duty-mag-drive-ansi-pumps/
https://www.finishthompson.com/pumps/sealless-pumps/uc-series-heavy-duty-mag-drive-ansi-pumps/

